
 

Demystify Your Medicine: 
Early Spring Buds & 
harvesting the life that 
comes from death. 
 

Some of you are looking out your window right now and thinking I am 
completely insane to think there is anything alive out there in the least 
aside from the Conifers and Lichens right? I mean it’s blinding white or 
gray and dreary the ground soaking wet from the onslaught of rain. While 
i want to be clear that i have never once claimed to be a sane person i 
promise in this regard i have not completely lost it! You see the plants 
believe me because they have a deep knowing and have begun the 
countdown of returning! Their roots once full of sugars and starches are 
much like our root cellars becoming barren, they are going into deep ration 
mode and will preserve the last bit of energy had to push through the 
crusted snow of muddy soil chasing the light that now rapidly returns 
with each passing day. 

This winter has been hard on the east coast in the way of brutal storms, it 
has in ways been harder on the west coast as we have been truly deprived 
of winter. I live in the Blue mountain range of NE Oregon state a main 
snowpack zone for this area and we have gotten less than 25% of the snow 
pack required to charge our water tables, feed our trees, keep our rivers 
flowing swiftly so Salmon and Steelheads alike can spawn, so our forests 
are not bone dry by July giving way to unnaturally devastating wildfires. 
You may be wondering what in the hell this has to do with anything and 
that i have drifted. 

While this is tragic it is important that i listen to the land and what she 
knows better than i, with our lack of winter spring will be rapid and 
prolonged. The amount of plant allies available will double if not triple in 
volume. The time we will be granted probably should not go to waste 
because it seems for those of us on the West coast or any other area that 
has not gotten a real winter we may need more medicine in the year to 
come. Because no matter what the earth knows what she is doing we simply 
must do our best to decipher the 
message. 

However even if you are buried under 
many feet of snow life is stirring and 
should you brave an outing you will 
soon be rewarded with the sight of 
swelling tree buds, Crocuses and 
Snowbell flowers giving the call for 
spring to return! 

Imbolc:  Birthing life   
As we enter the season of 
Brigid we enter the season of 
healing, of creation, of 
birthing the dreams we have 
been manifesting all winter. 
We have entered the season of 
busy hands! There is no way 
to physically heal self or 
others without the use of 
hands rather it’s medicine 
being gathered up, fixed up, 
rubbed on or reaching out 
hands are such a powerful 
tool. This turn in the wheel is 
all about our hands being 
busy in preparation for the 
rush of life that is soon to hit 
us like the first warm breeze 
of spring. Why? Because we 
have arrived at the halfway 
mark between winter and 
spring! Traditionally this is 
the season of life being 
reborn, soon the first growth 
will bust forth all around and 
your hands will begin the 
work that is needed to heal 
self and others as you fill jars, 
hang herbs and squeal with 
joy when the first edible 
mushroom of the season is 
spotted or you find the fresh 
potent tops of Stinging Nettle 
emerging! 



 

 

                             Sweet sticky life returns 
 
Soon you will smell her and your mouth will water, you will likely be confused 
as to the sudden envelopment of amorma. It swirls around us and we if 
unknowing can never quite pinpoint where these sweet hues of Vanilla and 
spring are coming from. I’ll admit i have taken joy watching friends and 
strangers alike go a little insane as they sni� the air like a hound on a hot trail 
just desperately trying to discover where the smell is coming from! After a 
while i give in and tell them to look up, look over, look to the might trees they 
have been scouring around looking for a plant. You see it is the mighty Poplar 
tree and she heralds in the earliest days of spring with her sweet smelling leaf 
buds all sticky with her powerful resins. 
 
These little buds are serious yet gentle medicine that let us know we have 
survived the long winter, yet she knows we are sore from the task and she is 
here to sweetly aid us as a powerful pain reliever through her anti 
inflammatory nature, You see she is in the Willow family and is loaded with  
salicin, a glycoside that our bodies turn into salicylic acid (aspirin). Now most 
think this can only occurs with internal use but that's just them forgetting that 
what we rb onto our skin is absorbed into our bodies which is internal use. 
Many over the ages and across many cultural spans for thousands of years 
have attested to soaking her buds in some form of fat and rubbing the infused 
goodness onto their skin! 
 
She does so much more than relieve pain though, she is also an amazing 
antiseptic for wounds and stubborn skin conditions! When her buds are 
tinctured she can o�er us even more as she clams sore throats, internal 
inflammation, supports lung health, reduces fevers, thins blood (like 
aspirin),reducing muscle aches, menstrual cramps and excessive clotting 
during our cycles she is even pretty good at helping to resolve gout! 
 
Many herbalists are under the false perception that only  Balsam Poplar 
( Populus tacamahacca)  have these medicinal properties but the fact is all 
varieties of Poplar trees function in the same exact way! Each having been 
used extensively by any peoples indigenous to the land you are living on now 
where she is a native tree! You may 
not recognize the name Poplar and 
may know her as Cottonwoods for 
the white flu� they release that 
drifts all through the air making 
many seasonal allergy su�erers 
curse her name! Yet some of you 
may call her by the name “Aspen 
tree” nevertheless there are about 
35 di�erent species that as far as 
science can tell us all contain the 
same healing properties and the 
good news is she is native to a 
majority of countries or has been 
introduced! 
 
But there is another ally, a first food 
of spring as well as a last food of fall 
that thrives upon the Poplar trees as they give way to age! 
 
 

 

 
Finding the beginnings of life  

Where can we find our healing? 
Well our friend the Poplar in all of 
her varieties all have one thing in 
common, a sincere love for the 
water! If she is growing in your 
area you will find her along your 
creeks, streams, rivers, marshland 
and right next to your springs! She 
can thrive in almost any soil type so 
long as it is of the wet variety!  

When do we gather up this 
medicine? As soon as her buds 
begin to swell with life and in most 
areas this life quickens in February 
but on temperate coastal ranges i’ve 
seen her bud out as early as 
December! 

When gathering these sticky buds 
(olive oil will get the resin off your 
hands) it is important to spread 
out your harvesting making sure to 
take just a small amount from each 
tree and when doing so to take 
every other bud as it’s important to 
remember these are her leaves! 

When do we stop gathering? We 
can gather them all the way up to 
the first leaf pushing visibly out of 
the bud. Be mindful not to gather 
during the full moon as the pull 
from her energy (same way she 
pulls the tides) has a tendency to 
make trees bleed out and can cause 
sincere stress on our ally! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    

                          Death always gives birth to life 
 
I think people have a hard time with this notion that all life requires death, 
decomposition, digestion. That we are all in this cycle and there really is no way to check 
out of it, sure we can ignore it but not for to long. Because the reality is soon something 
will be eating us when our time has come. Unless of course we are made into ash and 
kept in an overpriced vase. I could type pages and pages about this subject and how in my 
personal experience of witnessing those why feel the need to try and check out of the 
death giving life cycle often have very low self worth, they believe their life is not worth 
the death that it takes to truly maintain life. But i figure if the worms life is worth 
enough to consume me in the end my life is worth enough to remain in this life death life 
cycle. 
 
I also see this mindset dissipate quickly when a true reconnection to nature and the 
sheer reality of her brutality sinks in. Her reality being that no matter what everything is 
destined to feed something in its death, it is actually quite beautiful if you think about it. 
The thought that everything exists to sustain everything. Of course humans have been 
greedy and take more, produce more, demand more than what is needed but nature is 
still willing to show us how to get back into balance. She is always willing to show us the 
true cycle so many try to wear blinders to. 
 
As the Poplar tree takes her last gust of wind, succumbs to her age in a very cold winter, 
as flooded river banks rip her roots from the earth new life begins. Not only the new life 
that will now flourish in her missing shade plant allies now given their turn to reach to 
the sun, but her rotting wood becomes the home to these microscopic living beings 
called nematodes as they thrive on the rotting wood a hunter begins lurking in the gentle 
blowing breezes. She invades one microscopic spec at a time, she invades slowing 
growing deep within the decomposing Poplar. 
 
She bides her time waiting, waiting for the same warm breeze that carried her, the same 
breeze that warms the rains to pounce. In an instant she bursts forth into the world in all 
of her carnivorous beauty. As she grows the nematodes mistake her for rotting wood, her 
plan all along, As they invade to consume her on a microscopic level she quite literally 
places snares within herself and catches the nematodes draining them of their life for 
precious nutrients she can not produce on her own or obtain from the rotting wood.  
 
As she feasts on life she grows vigorously and unapologetically, soon another hunter 
approaches looking far and wide for signs of her pray knowing this is one of two times a 
year her pray can be found. I look far and wide always sure to check the spots she has 
been found before. There she is, my pray just waiting. My dear Oyster mushroom you are 
a beautiful symbol of the symbiotic nature that healthy life requires. 
 
While the Oyster mushroom  ( Pleurotus ostreatus)   has been known to grow on a wide 
variety of trees it’s a sure bet that she will be found feasting on the dead and slowly 
dying Poplars. These lovely fungi allies love to flush during damp and warm conditions 
so her main seasons are early fall and early/mid spring. Starting o� as tiny white spots 
she soon swells into impressive clusters! She likely loves the Poplars as mushrooms love 
the moisture our tree allies thrive on. There is no way for me to not talk on her while we 
are beginning the task of getting to know poplar because the odds are good you will 
suddenly stumbleupon her impressive fruiting body! 
 
Oyster mushrooms come in many varieties but the good new is she is one of the easiest 
mushrooms to identify and this earns her a good reputation as a beginners mushroom! 
There is only one truly poisonous somewhat look alike( Omphalotus nidiformis )  they only 
grow in Australia, Japan  and India. These lookalikes have bioluminescent properties, 
meaning they glows in the dark! If you live in these areas please seek a skilled mycologist 
to take you out mushroom hunting!  
 
All edible mushrooms in reality are medicinal most boasting anticancer properties, the 
Oyster in particular is loaded with  protein, fibre, iron, zinc, potassium, phosphorus, 
selenium,calcium, folic acid & vitamins B1, B3, B5, B12, C & D! Also if you place her cap 
side down in the sunshine she will absorb the vit D3 from the sun and retain it! 
This fungal ally really shines as a subtle way to lower unhealthy cholesterol a natural 
statin if you will. She also has some antiviral properties! This alley is also widely 
cultivated so it is not uncommon to come across her fresh in the grocery store which is a 
great way to begin a visual relationship with her! While i won't attempt to discuss 
identification here please do extensive research before you begin this journey! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Busy hands are healing hands 

Some of you have already dove into the 
world of infused oils so this will be easy! 
For those of you who have not well this 
still will be easy! Ready? 

Fill a jar with your fresh poplar buds, 
pour your oil of choice over the buds 
making sure to fill the jar all the way to 
the brim (avoid extra virgin olive oil it 
goes rancid quickly!), cap tightly and 
label. 

Place in a cool dark place for no more 
than 6 weeks making sure to check it 
weekly for potential spoilage. No mold? 
Good! Give it a shake and let it keep 
infusing! Mold? If it’s just on the top 
simply skim it o�f and let the rest of the 
infusion time pass in the fridge. 

When the six weeks is up strain out the 
buds and gi�t them back to the land. 
You can use the oil (it smells so good!) 
as a sbody oil  or thicken her up to make 
a nice salve! 

Put your oil, about 2 cups into a double 
boiler add 1 cup of beeswax to the oil, 
turn your burner onto about med-low & 
wait for the water to heat the oil which 
melts the wax. Stirring now & then. 
Once it fully melts let it set there still 
heating for another 5 mins, this makes 
for a smoother salve texture! �en 
carefully pour your hot mixture into 
tins & allow to cool! Just like that you 
have a TON of safe simple plant 
medicine to help keep aching muscles at 
bay from all of the spring gathering 
you will soon be doing! 

Want to make a tincture? �at’s even 
easier! Simply fill your jar up with the 
fresh Poplar buds (do ID what poplar 
you are specifically working with first 
please!) and dump 100 proof Vodka 
over top, cap, let set 8-10 weeks, strain 
and bottle up.  

  



 

Cleansing with Imbolc 
 
This time is deeply linked to Celtic traditions that have been trampled over by 
colonization. Many may know it now as candlemass, Saint Brigid's day (she is a God 
the church turned into a saint) even groundhogs day is directly linked to the sabbat 
(a pivotal point in the year) of Imbolc.  
 
Ever hear the term spring cleaning? It is distinctly related to Imbolc as this is the 
time to purify our intention or fine tune them if you will. To wash away the physical 
clutter, dust, bits an pieces that have fallen to the wayside, as well as the emotional 
clutter or the humans who are draining us. Full stop on all that is draining us 
because like those plant waiting patiently to burst forth into the returning warmth 
and sun we only have so much energy to do so. 
 
Imbolc is distinctly symbolized by water. Sacred wells, springs, rivers,lakes and lets 
not forget the snow. Think back on how clean it feels after a long overdue rain, how 
still and pure everything looks after the first real snowfall of the year. That right 
there is the cleansing energy i am asking you to tap into. So consider taking down 
and deeply cleaning any alter you have, dust down those dusty books and tidy up 
your apothecary space. Take any crystals. Stones, sacred talismans and tools alike 
that can safely get wet to a place where live water flows and cleanse them and 
while your at it as long as it’s not dangerously below freezing rinse your face in that 
invigorating water! 
 
Bring a jar of this water home and wipe some around your doorways as a way to 
invite the changing energy of the season in! Sprinkle some over your apothecary, 
place the jar upon your altar. Don’t have access to live water but are currently under 
ten feet of snow?! Collect some snow in your favorite bowl to melt and do the same 
thing as it deeply symbolizes the coming thaw! 
 
Black Lentil Soup                                                Apothecary Happenings 
 
We don’t really know why                                            Well we have entered a new year and things   
or I should say she will never give us                         are o� to a great start! As it stands we have  
a straight answer as to why this specific                  begun our search for land that would fit our 
time of year my Mother cooks this dish                    needs of opening up the Dinner still needs  
as though our lives depend on it but we                   cooking non profit herbal farm! I feel like this 
look forward to it yearly and i dare say it never     May move along a bit quicker come spring 
tastes as good when made any other                         when folks begin to really list property! 
 time of the year!                                                               As always every dime of profit from my shop 
                                                                                               Updates, enrollment into the coven and every 
Toss the following into a large pot:                            other project goes directly into savings so be 
4-5  Carrots peeled and chopped                                sure to spread the word! 
A full leek green leaves  
and all sliced into fine rings 
Two large yellow onions diced up                              Also i have been head deep into my book and 
A literal bunch of fresh Parsley minced up              am hopeful to begin presales come late Feb! 
An entire clove of garlic                                                I finally bit the bullet and bought a new video 
or a few heaping spoonful of the                               camera too so be on the lookout for new vids 
pre-diced stu� from a jar                                            posted to my Youtube channel! 
A few Bayleaves 
Some black pepper 

A cup or two of diced ham                                       I Heal You. Now You Heal Me.  
About 8 cups of broth                                                               We Are Healing. 
                                                                                                                  Contact Info  
 Simmer all of this with a lid  on                                          April Graham P.O. Box 747  
medium low for about 20 mins,                                           Milton-Freewater OR 97862 
give it a taste and add salt if needed.                     sheisofthewoods@wildwoodapothecary.org 
                                                                                             www.instagram.com/she_is_of_the_woods  
Now add about a cup of Black Lentils  
kick up the heat just a touch allowing to simmer 
 with the lid o� for another 40 mins or until  
the Lentils are fully cooked, stir often! 
 
When ready let cool a while as it  
really holds onto heat!  
Serve with a generous topping of shredded cheese 
and your favorite type of bread! 

    
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

        So much life from death 

When we step into the realms of 
harvesting our own foods that are 
medicine and our own medicine 
that is food we become instantly 
re-connected to nature's cycle and 
not only what she can o�er us but 
what we can o�er her! 

But as always we must cross our dot 
our I’s and cross out T’s when it 
comes to wild crafting if we want 
to safely sustain our own lives and 
enrich the lives around us with 
healing! 

So here are some great stepping 
stones to further learning! 

https://www.mushroom-appreciati
on.com/oyster-mushroom.html 

http://www.mushroomexpert.com/
pleurotus_ostreatus.html 

http://www.tanelorn.us/data/myco
logy/myc_loc_mix2.htm (third 
example down,don’t let the guys 
wording scare you most of the 
“look alikes” either look nothing 
like them or are also edible) 

https://www.arborday.org/trees/in
dex-identi�cation.cfm 

https://www.buzzle.com/articles/p
oplar-tree-identi�cation.html 

https://oregonstate.edu/trees/broa
dleaf_genera/cottonwood_poplar_
aspen.htm 

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.u
k/visiting-woods/trees-woods-and-
wildlife/british-trees/native-trees/b
lack-poplar/ 

  
   
   
 
 


